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Spirit of Norfolk Incident June 7, 2022 

Captain Paul Brandon Peter of the M/V Victory Rover 

 

At approximately 1205-1210 on June 7, 2022, +the Victory Rover was cruising off of Naval Station 
Norfolk in the vicinity of piers 8 and 9 when I heard on VHF channel 16 the Spirit of Norfolk call the 
United States Coast Guard reporting a fire onboard. I looked behind us to see the Spirit in the vicinity of 
naval station pier 4 and was able to see smoke coming from the vessel. At that time, I called my 
deckhand Corey Roy into the pilot house to tell him of the situation and advise that we would be turning 
around to provide assistance to the Spirit of Norfolk. I called the Spirit of Norfolk on Channel 13 to tell 
their Captain we were on the way to help.  I also called the USCG on channel 16 to inform them the 
Victory Rover would be providing assistance.  At this point I informed my passengers of the situation 
aboard the Spirit of Norfolk and that the Victory Rover would be assisting in any way we could. 

As we approached the Spirit of Norfolk their Captain informed me that their passengers need to 
be taken off the vessel and that he had 106 persons (passengers, staff and crew) that needed to come 
off the Spirit. I told the Captain over channel 13 that I could take all 106 onto the Victory Rover. I 
informed the Captain of the Spirit of Norfolk that I would maneuver my vessel to the port side of the 
Spirit as that is where their primary door for embarking and disembarking is located. This decision was 
also relayed to Corey and the rest of the crew of the Victory Rover. Fenders and lines were immediately 
prepared as such. The passengers of the Victory Rover were informed at this time and asked to please 
make room for the people coming off the Spirit onto the Victory.  

The tug Rosemary McCallister had responded to the Spirit of Norfolk and was using their fire 
cannons by the time the Victory Rover arrived on scene. As the Victory Rover approached the Rosemary 
moved up to the bow of the Spirit to make room for us to tie up alongside, the starboard side of the 
Victory to the port side of the Spirit. The Rosemary continued to spray the stern area of the Spirit over 
the Victory and got a tow line attached to the bow of the Spirit at this point. 

As soon as the Victory pulled alongside the Spirit the crew was able to tie a line off using cleats 
on the sides of each vessel and prepared to start taking passengers off Spirit.  The crew of the Spirit had 
the passengers and themselves wearing lifejackets and waiting in a very organized manner at the port 
side door on the first deck of the Spirit. Victory Rover crew members Corey Roy and Alex Dubik were 
outside on the starboard side of the Victory Rover in order to help make the transfer of passengers from 
the Spirit. The two crews worked together to get the passengers onto the Victory Rover, the passengers 
of the Spirit climbed over our handrails with the assistance of both crews and the small children were 
handed over the handrails. As soon as a passenger from the Spirit got onto the Victory, they made their 
way inside the cabin. Victory Rover Crew members Lawson and Jim were inside the Victory Rover cabin 
helping keep the way into the cabin clear. All the Spirit passengers were calm and well organized during 
this entire process. 

As the transfer of passengers was going on, the tug Condor arrived on scene. I asked the tug 
Condor to lightly push the Victory Rover in order to keep us tight against the Spirit. The Condor pushed 
for a short time then was relieved by the launch boat Ohio River, who pushed us up against the Spirit 
until we had all 106 passengers (staff and crew from the Spirit of Norfolk). 
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Statement of Capt. Nicholas Coffiey  
TUG CONDOR 

McAllister Towing of Virginia, Inc. 
Re: Response to Fire on Board the SPIRIT OF NORFOLK  

 
 
On June 7, 2022, CONDOR was standing by at NIT Pier 3 along with the ROSEMARY MCALLISTER and the 
GM MCALLISTER. At about 1205, SPIRIT OF NORFOLK put out a broadcast on channel 13 for any tugs in 
the area to provide help.  Looking into the River, I could see smoke coming from the SPIRIT.  
 
I immediately told the engineer to start the engines and to turn on the fire monitor on the bow. The 
ROSEMARY was already underway to render assistance, and CONDOR arrived at the SPIRIT at about 
1208, just after the ROSEMARY, and the GM arrived at about the same time. ROSEMARY’s captain, Larry 
Sullivan, took control of all three McAllister tugs as the on scene commander for McAllister. 
 
ROSEMARY put a line from her bow to the bow of the SPIRIT and maneuvered the SPIRIT so the smoke 
was blowing downwind, over the stern.  This kept the smoke away from the passengers and crew of the 
SPIRIT while they disembarked from the SPIRIT onto the VICTORY ROVER, which arrived alongside 
SPIRIT. 
 
I ordered the deckhand to use the fire monitor on the CONDOR to provide boundary cooling water to 
the SPIRIT to help cool the vessel.  Capt. Sullivan had CONDOR on the port side of the SPIRIT and I saw 
heavy smoke coming from what appeared to be a vent near the stern.  I could not see whether smoke 
was also coming from the starboard side. 
 
The AMERICAN ROVER came alongside and offered to take passengers and crew from the SPIRIT. At the 
request of the captain on the ROVER, we then moved to help pin the ROVER to the SPIRIT to make it 
safe for the passengers to cross from the SPIRIT to the ROVER. 
 
In addition to the McAllister Tugs, and the AMERICAN ROVER, there were two MORAN Tugs who work 
for the Navy that appeared, a tug owned by Intracoastal Marine, some small fire boats provided by the 
Marine Incident Response Team, and also some crew boats. 
 
At about 1235 the fully laden coal ship SPAR LIRA sent out a distress call for tug assistance because she 
had lost propulsion and it appeared to me she was headed for the Navy piers.  Capt. Sullivan released 
CONDOR from SPIRIT to provide emergency assistance to the SPAR LIRA.  The two Moran tugs also left 
the vicinity  and responded to the SPAR LIRA. This left the ROSEMARY, the GM MCALLISTER, the 
AMERICAN ROVER, the ICM tug, and the M.I.R.T. boats to assist the SPIRIT. 
 
 
       Nicholas K. Coffiey 
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Statement of Capt. Larry Sullivan 

TUG ROSEMARY McALLISTER 

McAllister Towing of Virginia, Inc. 

Response to Fire on the SPIRIT OF NORFOLK 

 

I am captain of the McAllister Tug ROSEMARY McALLISTER. On June 7, 2022, at about 1200, the 

ROSEMARY, the GM McALLISTER, and the CONDOR were standing by at NIT pier 3. My chief engineer 

reported that he saw heavy smoke coming from the SPIRIT OF NORFOLK, which was located in the 

middle of the river, at about buoy 9, on the green side, just off the naval base. 

 

I immediately radio’d McAllister’s dispatcher to report we were responding to an emergency, and we 

were underway by 1205 from NIT. At about the same time, the SPIRIT broadcast that it was in need of 

assistance from any tugs in the area to respond to a fire on board.  I arrived within about 2 minutes and 

the GM and the CONDOR arrived shortly thereafter. 

 

The fire monitors were activated on the ROSEMARY and I had a line made up from the ROSEMARY’s bow 

to the bow of the SPIRIT. ROSEMARY then held the bow of the SPIRIT to the south so the wind would 

blow the smoke away from the vessel and the passengers. ROSEMARY also used her fire monitors to 

spray a water curtain over the SPIRIT to help with cooling.  Flames were coming from the engine room 

and smoke was coming from vents on both port and starboard sides towards the stern. 

 

I placed CONDOR on the port quarter of the SPIRIT, using its fire monitor to provide boundary cooling 

for the SPIRIT and began to look for a way to evacuate passengers from the SPIRIT. The VICTORY ROVER 

arrived almost immediately with an offer to help and came alongside SPIRIT ahead of the CONDOR to 

help recover passengers and crew.  However, at about the same time, the SPAR LIRA, a coal ship 

outbound in the channel, made a distress call for any available tugs because she had lost propulsion. 

ROSEMARY then moved the SPIRIT towards pier 4 to get her out of the way of the SPAR LIRA, because  I 

could see her headed directly toward the Navy piers. I released the CONDOR to go to the aid of the SPAR 

LIRA. The Navy also released its two MORAN tugs, the Z1 and the FORT BRAGG, to assist the SPAR LIRA. 

 

Two crew boats, the OHIO RIVER and another one also arrived.  OHIO RIVER pinned the ROVER against 

the SPIRIT, which made it safe for the passengers to cross from the SPIRIT to the ROVER. The GM 

McALLISTER was on the starboard quarter of the SPIRIT with fire hoses at the ready. A tug from 

Intracoastal Marine was also present, spraying water into the vents on the SPIRIT from where the smoke 

was coming. 

 

Two fireboats operated by the Marine Incident Response Team also responded and attempted to put 

water on the SPIRIT.  They had to withdraw, however, because they were not equipped for respirators 

to allow their crews to get close to the SPIRIT. 

 

The Navy opened the security booms for its piers and allowed us to move inside towards pier 4. I moved 

the SPIRIT alongside the end of the pier, starboard side to the pier, because that’s where all the 

firefighters were standing and had placed their gear. I ordered the GM to move to the port side to help 

pivot and push the SPIRIT to the dock. After we got her to the dock, I sent my mate and a deckhand to 
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the SPIRIT and they made up bow and breast lines to the pier. A Navy push boat helped pin the SPIRIT to 

the pier. 

 

At 1320, the Naval Base Fire Chief, who was designated as the incident commander, released the 

McAllister tugs and replaced them with the Moran tugs that had originally responded to the SPIRA. 

 

 

        Larry Sullivan 
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Will Kennedy's Statement for June 7, 2022 Spirit Of Norfolk fire 

 

 

On the afternoon of June 7, 2022. Myself and Justin Moak were onboard the Ohio River. We had been 
providing assistance for the Bullgang which that day we were working with some subline rafts and 
preparing pipeline to be installed at a later date. The area we were working in that day was in the upper 
bay by Craney Island. While assisting the bullgang I noticed a trail of smoke in the sky leading down to 
the vessel Spirit Of Norfolk. As soon as I realized it was a serious fire we immediately started making our 
way to where the Spirit was. Enroute there i started hailing the Spirit and the Victory Rover. Once on 
scene we provided assistance to the Victory Rover by sterning up the Ohio to the port side of  Victory 
Rover as they were laying side-to the Spirit so they could offload as many people that they could. I 
stayed in contact with the Capt. of both vessels by vhf radio. Once the Victory was full i stopped pushing 
on them so they could break away from the Spirit. When the victory was clear of the vessels they 
departed the area and headed to the dock with the passengers they had onboard. As soon as the Victory 
came off the Spirit I took her place and sterned up to the boarding station on the Spirit. The Capt. and 
First Mate had stayed onboard to do the final checks and verified that there was no one else onboard 
the Spirit. I then took them onboard the Ohio and slowly made way away from the Spirit. Shortly after 
them coming onboard the Capt asked if i could drop the two of them off on another vessel nearby. I met 
up with Tow Boat US and dropped the Capt. and Mate off as requested. Once they were off the Ohio I 
checked with the other vessels that had been helping that they didn't need us or the Ohio Rivers 
assistance anymore. We departed the scene and headed back over to the GLDD staging area to continue 
back working with the bullgang.   

 

 

          Will Kennedy 
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